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VOLVO PENTA PROVEN SUCCESS
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D13 400S PROVIDE FUEL SAVINGS AND RELIABILITY

With a 25-year marine transport career on 
the Mississippi River, Entrekin knows what 
he wants in a marine diesel engine. When 
the company began carefully researching 
engines for a marine engine repower in one 
of their vessels, they decided on Volvo Penta. 
Their satisfaction with results from the first 
repower led to four subsequent repowers in 
additional vessels and the installation of Volvo 
Penta D13 400s in a newly built vessel as 
well. 

Compared to the old engines in the 47-foot 
crew boats that run about 2000 hours per 
year, Volvo Penta’s D13’s consume 7 gallons 
less fuel per hour providing over $35,000 a 
year in savings.

“The crew boat engine power is fantastic 
using the twin D13 400s. We’re getting more 
horsepower at lower RPMs, with less fuel 
consumption. The savings will pay for the 
engines in a couple of years,” says Entrekin. 

Each day, the Belle Chasse crew 
completes anywhere from 10 to 100 runs, 
often in congested waterways or dangerous 
conditions such as floating debris or tough 
currents. Quick response and maneuverability 
of the engines are crucial to navigate 

the mighty Mississippi River. According 
to Entrekin, the operators like the Volvo 
Penta powered boats because they feel an 
increased sense of safety and control at the 
helm. The performance, torque and reliability 
of the engines have also been recognized by 
the crew.

“Everyone likes the speed, power and 
performance of the engines as they navigate 
through the Mississippi’s tough currents. The 
customers know our operators will be able to 
smoothly shift the boat with power and speed 
to get out of the way if needed, and complete 
the run safely,” says Entrekin.

With the fuel savings, safety and 
performance factors, Belle Chasse plans to 
continue replacing their older engines with 
Volvo Penta in additional vessels. Their fleet 
numbers more than 40 boats, including push 
and store/supply boats, as well as oil barges 
such as the newly built Gordon K, which has 
twin D13 400s that’s located in Houston, TX. 

Belle Chase Marine Transport looks 
forward to the future fleet of Volvo Penta 
powered boats to keep their business running 
at full capacity.  

Powerful. Dependable. Safe. These are the words 
used by Dillon Entrekin, port engineer at Louisiana’s 
Belle Chasse Marine Transport, to describe the 
Volvo Penta D13 400 engine. 

Company: Belle Chase 
Marine Transportation
Location: New 
Orleans, LA
Operation: Crew & 
Supply Transportation 

DILLON ENTREKIN

Name: Brandon G
Length: 47 ft
Beam: 17 ft
Draft: 8 ft 6 in
Engines: Twin D13-400
Type: Crew Boat
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